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Abstract: Every user, while communicating privately over a public channel, wish for a trusted channel to 

communicate securely thus eliminating the least chance of the intruder getting access to it, either at transit or in 

store. Cryptography - the most popular technique to provide secure data communication is hence studied 

extensively from the middle of 1970’s. Even though there exists few limitations, cryptography is here to stay 

primarily because it has played a key role in providing strong, reliable, and robust network data security thus 

safeguarding users’ privacy.  Through this research paper, authors propose a public key cryptosystem, which 

works in an algebraic extension field over a finite field.  In the construction the authors use primitive 

polynomials over the finite field.  In this system each user encrypted his text into two parts and sends the first 

part to the one.  The receiver also encrypted the received text into two parts and sends the first part to the 

sender. This process can be repeated a finite number of times. The proposed system has all the major features of 

the popular exchange public key cryptosystem and the security of the system is as good as the difficulty of 

solving discrete logarithm problem (DLP) over the finite field. Proposed system is implemented and tested in 

Mat lab to verify its potential for implementation in the Open Systems. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
The birth of modern cryptography is a great deal of fascinating mathematics some of which has been 

developed for cryptographic applications but much of which is taken from the classical canons.  The three main 

algorithms in a public key cryptosystem are Key Creation Algorithm, the Encryption Algorithm and the 

Decryption Algorithm[1].  The security of the system depending on the difficulties of solving classical problems 

viz. Factorization problem, the Discrete Logarithm Problem and Knapsack problem[2]. 

The main prerequisites for the construction of the public key cryptosystem are prime numbers, 

irreducible polynomial over a finite field of finite degree. The generation of a strong prime is an important role 

in the design of the system. The Gordon’s algorithm is used for generating a strong prime[3]. 
If      is an irreducible polynomial of degree   over the finite field    then the quotient ring    

     

      
  is a finite field with      elements [4].  If      is a primitive polynomial over    , then it is an 

irreducible polynomial and its roots generate the group   
 .  The number of primitive polynomials of degree   

over the field    is
        

 
[5][6]. 

1.1. Example The number of primitive polynomials of degree   over the field    is given by 
       

 
  .  

They are             ,              ,             ,        ,       
       and       . 

If      be a primitive polynomial of degree   over the field   ,       ,    be a root of another 

primitive polynomial       such that   and      are relatively prime and let   be  a random       number 

with 

                 and                    , then           
   

   

          and       

       
  

 

          [7][8][9][10]. 
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1.2. Example Let                    be the primitive polynomial over   ,        and 

    . 
Then,     is a root of another primitive polynomial               over   , where             .  The 

inverse of 37 is 46. 

Take     , then we have 

                          ,                       , 
                                              and 

                                                        
 

II. DESIGNING THE SYSTEM 
George and Joseph fix a publicly known prime   and a primitive polynomial      of degree   over the 

field    and all other elements used are kept secret.  Suppose George wants to send a message       to Joseph.  

George takes a secret private key number   such that               and an ephemeral key number   , and 

computes the following 

                         and                     , and sends the polynomial           
  

 to 

Joseph. Here       be another primitive polynomial of degree   over     with     
    . 

Joseph takes a secret private key number   such that               and an ephemeral key number 

  , and computes the following                   and                    , and sends the polynomial 

          
  
      

  
 to George.  Here       is another primitive polynomial of degree   over     

with     
    . 

George computes           
  
      

  
     

   
   

           
  

 and sends back to Joseph. 

Finally, Joseph computes           
  
     

   
    

and recovers the message      of George. 
2.1 Example George and Joseph fix a publicly known primitive polynomial                     of 

degree   over the field   . 
Step 1.Key creation process of George 

George takes a secret number      with             , computes another primitive polynomial        
       with      

      and        .  All these parameters are kept secret. 

Step 2.Encryption process of George 

Suppose George wants to send the message                 to Joseph. He takes an ephemeral key 

number    and computes the following:  

                          ,                         and                   
1 5+ 4+ 3+ 2+  1= 4+1.  For the purpose of decryption he computes  375+ 373+ 37= 5+ 3+ .  

Hence he sends      to Joseph. 

Step 3.Key creation process of Joseph 

Joseph takes a secret number      with             , computes another primitive polynomial        
              with      

      and        .  All these parameters are kept secret. 

Step 4.Encryption process of Joseph 

He takes an ephemeral key number    and computes the following: 

                ,                           and 

                        .  For the purpose of decryption he computes                 
              .  Hence he sends back the polynomial            to George. 

Step 5.Decryption process of George 

George multiplying the received polynomial           with             

And he gets       , sends this to Joseph. 

Step 6.Decryption process of Joseph 

Joseph multiplying the received polynomial        with         and gets the original message      
          . 

2.2 Example: George and Joseph fix a publicly known primitive polynomial                  
         of degree   over the field   . 

Step 1.Key creation process of George 

George takes secret numbers             with these numbers are relatively prime to    , computes 

primitive polynomials                     with      
     ,                       

    with      
      and                       with       

       and         ,      
    and         .  All these parameters are kept secret. 

Step 2.Encryption process of George 
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Suppose George wants to send a message                   to Joseph. He takes the ephemeral key 

numbers             and computes the following, 

                               
                        
                              
                              
                          
                                   , then computes 

                                    

                                                     , 

                        

                                            

                                                     . 

The four parts of the encrypted text are 

                                          

The first part sends to Joseph and the remaining three parts kept secret for the process of decryption. 

Step 3.Key creation process of Joseph 

Joseph takes secret numbers             with these numbers are relatively prime to    , computes the 

primitive polynomials                     with      
     ,                     with 

     
      and                      with       

      . Then computes        ,        

and          .  All these parameters are kept secret. 

Step 4.Encryption process of Joseph 

He takes the ephemeral key numbers             and computes the following, 

                          
                               
                    
                              
                   
                       ,  
and take the received polynomial                 and computes 

                                                  

         , 

                                                 , 

                                            

                        . 

The four parts of the encrypted text are  

                                             
The first part sends to George and the remaining three parts kept secret for the process of decryption. 

Step 5.Decryption process of George 

Using the polynomials                           , the secret numbers            and the 

received polynomial          computes the following, 

                             

                                      

                                        . 

Then the polynomial                 sends to Joseph. 

Step 6.  Decryption process of Joseph 

Using the polynomials                                     , the secret numbers 

         and the received polynomial                 computes the following, 

                                           

                               

                                         
 

III. SECURITY OF THE SYSTEM 
It was all the major features of the popular public key cryptosystem and the security of the system is as 

good as solving DLP over the finite field    , hence the difficulty and complexity of the mathematical problem 

applies here too.  The proposed system will secure the communication provided the degree of the primitive 

polynomial is sufficiently large and it also depends on selection of the ephemeral numbers and the prime 

numbers.  In this system the finite algebraic field     given to the public and all other parameters are kept 
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secret.  The algorithms used here is sub-exponential and all the entries are polynomials, which add to the stealth 

of the system.  It is implemented and tested in mat lab to verify its potential for implementation in the open 

systems. The selection of the prime number is an important factor of this system.  For the security select the size 

of the field is at least      . 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 
Strength of the cryptographic system solely depends on the underlying mathematical complexity and, 

many a times, it is not fully understood or appreciated by its typical users for varying reasons. Through the 

current study, authors studied commonly used cryptosystems to propose a mathematical model that allows 

stealth security which is the need and demand of the hour.   
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